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A Theory of Language and Information

1991

written by one of the most respected figures in american linguistics this book develops an approach to
the analysis of language on a mathematical model harris presents a formal theory of language
structure in which syntax is characterized as an orderly system of departure from random combinings
of sounds words and all the elements of language he argues that the combining of words in a sentence
constitutes a mathematical object and that each departure from randomness is a contribution to the
structure and meaning of a sentence discussing the differences in the structure and content of
language mathematics and music harris shows that the use of language in a science constitutes a
distinguishable sub language remarkable and compelling harris s magnum opus will be considered the
classical analysis of the structuring of information and development of language

General Systems Theory

2006-04-11

as suggested by the title of this book i will present a collection of coherently related applications
and a theoretical development of a general systems theory hopefully this book will invite all readers
to sample an exciting and challenging even fun piece of interdisciplinary research that has
characterized the scientific and technological achievements of the twentieth century and i hope that
many of them will be motivated to do additional reading and to contribute to topics along the lines



described in the following pages since the applications in this volume range through many scientific
disciplines from sociology to atomic physics from einstein s relativity theory to dirac s quan tum
mechanics from optimization theory to unreasonable effectiveness of mathe matics to foundations of
mathematical modeling from general systems theory to schwartz s distributions special care has been
given to write each application in a language appropriate to that field that is mathematical symbols
and abstractions are used at different levels so that readers in various fields will find it possible to
read also because of the wide range of applications each chapter has been written so that in general
there is no need to reference a different chapter in order to understand a specific application at the
same time if a reader has the desire to go through the entire book without skipping any chapter it is
strongly suggested to refer back to chapters 2 and 3 as often as possible

A Mathematical Approach to Mathematics Appreciation

1975

signal processing a mathematical approach is designed to show how many of the mathematical tools
the reader knows can be used to understand and employ signal processing techniques in an applied
environment assuming an advanced undergraduate or graduate level understanding of mathematics
including familiarity with fourier series matrices probability and statistics this second edition
contains new chapters on convolution and the vector dft plane wave propagation and the blue and
kalman filters expands the material on fourier analysis to three new chapters to provide additional
background information presents real world examples of applications that demonstrate how
mathematics is used in remote sensing featuring problems for use in the classroom or practice signal



processing a mathematical approach second edition covers topics such as fourier series and
transforms in one and several variables applications to acoustic and electro magnetic propagation
models transmission and emission tomography and image reconstruction sampling and the limited data
problem matrix methods singular value decomposition and data compression optimization techniques in
signal and image reconstruction from projections autocorrelations and power spectra high
resolution methods detection and optimal filtering and eigenvector based methods for array
processing and statistical filtering time frequency analysis and wavelets

Signal Processing

2014-11-12

this book gives a self contained and up to date account of mathematical results in the linear theory
of water waves the study of waves has many applications including the prediction of behavior of
floating bodies ships submarines tension leg platforms etc the calculation of wave making resistance
in naval architecture and the description of wave patterns over bottom topography in geophysical
hydrodynamics the first section deals with time harmonic waves three linear boundary value problems
serve as the approximate mathematical models for these types of water waves the next section uses a
plethora of mathematical techniques in the investigation of these three problems the techniques used in
the book include integral equations based on green s functions various inequalities between the kinetic
and potential energy and integral identities which are indispensable for proving the uniqueness theorems
the so called inverse procedure is applied to constructing examples of non uniqueness usually referred
to as trapped nodes



Linear Water Waves

2002-07-11

uncertainty is present in every managerial decision and managerial economics a mathematical approach
effectively demonstrates the application of higher level statistical tools to inform and clarify the
logic of problem solving in a managerial environment while illuminating managerial decision making from
all possible angles this book equips readers with the tools and skills needed to recognize and address
uncertainty the book also explores individual firm and market level decisions discusses all possible
risks and uncertainties encountered in the decision making process and prepares readers to deal with
both epistemic and aleatory uncertainty in managerial decisions managerial economics features an
emphasis on practical application through real life examples and problems an accessible writing style
that presents technical theories in a user friendly way a mathematical and statistical point of view
that reveals the presence of uncertainty inherent in managerial decisions thoroughly class tested
material including problems at the end of each chapter case study questions review exercises and
objectives that summarize the main discussions managerial economics is an excellent book for upper
undergraduate and graduate level courses in business and economics departments the book is also an
ideal reference and resource for managers decision makers market analysts and researchers who require
information about the theoretical and quantitative aspects of the topic



Managerial Economics

2012-11-05

this book describes how neural networks operate from the mathematical point of view as a result
neural networks can be interpreted both as function universal approximators and information
processors the book bridges the gap between ideas and concepts of neural networks which are used
nowadays at an intuitive level and the precise modern mathematical language presenting the best
practices of the former and enjoying the robustness and elegance of the latter this book can be used in
a graduate course in deep learning with the first few parts being accessible to senior undergraduates
in addition the book will be of wide interest to machine learning researchers who are interested in a
theoretical understanding of the subject

Principles of Computer Programming

1987

this book was inspired by the general observation that the great theories of modern physics are based
on simple and transparent underlying mathematical structures a fact not usually emphasized in
standard physics textbooks which makes it easy for mathematicians to understand their basic
features it is a textbook on quantum theory intended for advanced undergraduate or graduate
students mathematics students interested in modern physics and physics students who are interested in
the mathematical background of physics and are dissatisfied with the level of rigor in standard



physics courses more generally it offers a valuable resource for all mathematicians interested in
modern physics and all physicists looking for a higher degree of mathematical precision with regard to
the basic concepts in their field

Deep Learning Architectures

2020-02-14

this is a book about a well known writer lewis carroll and about a little known subject the theory
of voting from the editors introduction this book has been edited from the manuscripts of the late
scottish economist duncan black shortly after the publication of the theory of committees and
elections black started to collect material for papers and a book on lewis carroll s theory of
proportional representation black s chapter plans made it clear that the book was to be in three
parts written by himself followed by a reprint of carroll s principles of parliamentary representation
and its main sources part i is biographical introducing lewis carroll and giving relevant details of his
life part ii is black s already published work on lewis carroll part iii comprises the more detailed
arguments about carroll s reasoning and part iv contains reprints of rare original material on
proportional representation by carroll james garth marshall and walter baily taken together the
editors have provided a complete reference source for the theory of voting and proportional
representation



Quantum Theory

2016-09-10

the book expounds the major topics in the special theory of relativity it provides a detailed
examination of the mathematical foundation of the special theory of relativity relativistic mass
relativistic mechanics and relativistic electrodynamics as well as covariant formulation of
relativistic mechanics and electrodynamics the book discusses the relativistic effect on photons using
a mathematical approach the text offers graduate students a clear concise view of the special
theory of relativity organized into 14 chapters and two appendices the content is presented in a
logical order and every topic has been dealt with in a simple and lucid manner to aid understanding of
the subject the book provides numerous relevant worked examples in every chapter the book s
mathematical approach helps students in their independent study and motivates them to research the
topic further

A Mathematical Approach to Proportional Representation: Duncan
Black on Lewis Carroll

2012-09-07

this book deals with the genre of geometric design in the islamic sphere part i presents an overview of
islamic history its extraordinary spread from the atlantic to the borders of china in its first century



its adoption of the cultural outlook of the older civilisations that it conquered in the middle east
persia and central asia including their philosophical and scientific achievements from which it came to
express its own unique and highly distinctive artistic and architectural forms part ii represents the
mathematical analysis of islamic geometric designs the presentation offers unlimited precision that
allows software to reconstruct the design vision of the original artist this book will be of interest
to islamic academics mathematicians as well as to artists art students

The Special Theory of Relativity

2014-10-07

to find more information about rowman and littlefield titles please visit rowmanlittlefield com

Islamic Design: A Mathematical Approach

2018-05-18

the theory of consumer behavior the theory of the firm market equilibrium multimarket equilibrium
imperfect competition welfare economics optimization over time linear models mathematical review



Random Processes

1986

this book uses simple geometry trigonometry and algebra to explain how to construct and calculate
the golden ratio starting from euclids propositions in the elements the golden ratio and its related
geometry such as the pentagon pentagram and vesica piscis are constructed and determined graphically
then the value of the ratio is solved by quadratic equations and depending on the initial assumptions
two values are found it is proposed that the ratio can be obtained easily by applying the pythagoras
theorem common terms like golden triangle golden rhombus golden spiral and golden angle are deduced
and explained the connections between the golden ratio and fibonacci numbers continued fractions
fractals chaos and tiling are also introduced the conclusion is that it is mathematics and not the
golden ratio that is fascinating

Elementary Cryptanalysis

1982

this book explores quantitative aspects of protein biophysics and attempts to delineate certain rules
of molecular behavior that make atomic scale objects behave in a digital way this book will help
readers to understand how certain biological systems involving proteins function as digital
information systems despite the fact that underlying processes are analog in nature the in depth
explanation of proteins from a quantitative point of view and the variety of level of exercises



including physical experiments at the end of each chapter will appeal to graduate and senior
undergraduate students in mathematics computer science mechanical engineering and physics wanting to
learn about the biophysics of proteins l ridgway scott has been professor of computer science and of
mathematics at the university of chicago since 1998 and the louis block professor since 2001 he
obtained a b s degree magna cum laude from tulane university in 1969 and a phd degree in mathematics
from the massachusetts institute of technology in 1973 professor scott has published over 130
papers and three books extending over biophysics parallel computing and fundamental computing
aspects of structural mechanics fluid dynamics nuclear engineering and computational chemistry ariel
fern�ndez born ariel fern�ndez stigliano is an argentinian american physical chemist and mathematician
he obtained his ph d degree in chemical physics from yale university and held the karl f hasselmann
endowed chair professorship in bioengineering at rice university he is currently involved in research and
entrepreneurial activities at various consultancy firms ariel fern�ndez authored three books on
translational medicine and biophysics and published 360 papers in professional journals he holds two
patents in the field of biotechnology

Modelling in Geography

1980

relativitysimple shocking worthwhilethe mathematics is simple only high school algebra is used it is
the concepts that are difficult to grasp because they require you to set aside commonly held notions
about reality and accept truths that are profoundly counterintuitive special relativity is shocking
from simple premises come mind bending corollaries that excite the imagination ideas like time travel



length contraction time dilation and the twin paradox are all easily understood with an
understanding of einstein s great theorem while conceptually challenging it is worth the effort dr
trimble will make einstein s theory of special relativity entertaining engaging and attainable plan for
some enjoyable afternoons of fun and learning

Microeconomic Theory

1971

in algebra an entity is called linear if it can be expressed in terms of addition and multiplication by a
scalar a linear expression is a sum of scalar multiples of the entities under consideration also an
operation is called linear if it preserves addition and multiplication by a scalar for example if a and
bare 2 x 2 real matrices v is a row vector in the real plane and c is a real number then v a b va vb and
cv a c va that is the process of applying a matrix to a vector is linear linear algebra is the study of
properties and systems which preserve these two operations and the following pages present the basic
theory and results of this important branch of pure mathematics there are many books on linear
algebra in the bookshops and libraries of the world so why write another a number of excellent texts
were written about fifty years ago see the bibliography in the intervening period the style of math
ematical presentation has changed also some of the more modern texts have concentrated on
applications both inside and outside mathematics there is noth ing wrong with this approach these
books serve a very useful purpose but linear algebra contains some fine pure mathematics and so a
modern text taking the pure mathematician s viewpoint was thought to be worthwhile



The Interesting Golden Ratio

2016-02-11

the requirement of causality in system theory is inevitably accompanied by the appearance of certain
mathematical operations namely the riesz proj tion thehilberttransform
andthespectralfactorizationmapping aclassical exampleillustratingthisisthedeterminationoftheso
calledwiener lter the linear minimum means square error estimation lter for stationary stochastic
sequences 88 if the lter is not required to be causal the transfer function of the wiener lter is simply
given by h where xy xx xx and are certain given functions however if one requires that the xy timation
lter is causal the transfer function of the optimal lter is given by 1 xy h p xx xx here and represent
the so called spectral factors of and xx xx xx p is the so called riesz projection thus compared to
the non causal lter two additional operations are necessary for the determination of the causal lter
namely the spectral factorization mapping and xx xx xx the riesz projection p

A Mathematical Approach to Biology

1972

an introduction to many mathematical topics applicable to quantitative finance that teaches how
to think in mathematics rather than simply do mathematics by rote this text offers an accessible yet
rigorous development of many of the fields of mathematics necessary for success in investment and
quantitative finance covering topics applicable to portfolio theory investment banking option pricing



investment and insurance risk management the approach emphasizes the mathematical framework
provided by each mathematical discipline and the application of each framework to the solution of
finance problems it emphasizes the thought process and mathematical approach taken to develop each
result instead of the memorization of formulas to be applied or misapplied automatically the objective
is to provide a deep level of understanding of the relevant mathematical theory and tools that can
then be effectively used in practice to teach students how to think in mathematics rather than simply
to do mathematics by rote each chapter covers an area of mathematics such as mathematical logic
euclidean and other spaces set theory and topology sequences and series probability theory and
calculus in each case presenting only material that is most important and relevant for quantitative
finance each chapter includes finance applications that demonstrate the relevance of the material
presented problem sets are offered on both the mathematical theory and the finance applications
sections of each chapter the logical organization of the book and the judicious selection of topics
make the text customizable for a number of courses the development is self contained and carefully
explained to support disciplined independent study as well a solutions manual for students provides
solutions to the book s practice exercises an instructor s manual offers solutions to the assignment
exercises as well as other materials

A Mathematical Approach to Protein Biophysics

2017-12-18

this monograph has the ambitious aim of developing a mathematical theory of complex biological
systems with special attention to the phenomena of ageing degeneration and repair of biological



tissues under individual self repair actions that may have good potential in medical therapy the
approach to mathematically modeling biological systems needs to tackle the additional difficulties
generated by the peculiarities of living matter these include the lack of invariance principles abilities
to express strategies for individual fitness heterogeneous behaviors competition up to proliferative
and or destructive actions mutations learning ability evolution and many others applied
mathematicians in the field of living systems especially biological systems will appreciate the special
class of integro differential equations offered here for modeling at the molecular cellular and tissue
scales a unique perspective is also presented with a number of case studies in biological modeling
contents looking for a mathematical theory of biological systemson the complexity of biological
systemsimmune system wound healing process and system biology the immune system a phenomenological
overviewwound healing process and organ repairfrom levels of biological organization to system
biologymathematical tools mathematical tools and structuresmultiscale modeling linking molecular
cellular and tissues scalesapplications and research perspectives a model for the malign keloid
formation and immune system competitionmacroscopic models of chemotaxis by ktap asymptotic
methodslooking ahead readership researchers in mathematical modeling and biological systems
keywords mathematical theory biological systems subsystemkey features provides a new conceptual
background to applied mathematicians involved in the challenging research field of living systems and
specifically biology systemsgives more accurate ode cellular automata and continuum models from
the biological point of view

Einstein's Theory of Special Relativity

2015-06-20



a system theory of the mind it sounds like cybernetics chaos theory autopoiesis or the theory of mind
tom this monograph however aims to break new ground leafing through this book one notices formulae
and unusual characters which seem to join forces and walk across the pages like centipedes this book
is more than challenging for readers who do not come into contact with mathematics regularly and
this is how the author believes he can explain what nobody has thus far been able to explain how can
the mind be understood and how can its state variables be calculated he draws on quantum physics a
field that is oft en not understood even by its own practitioners how can such a book expect to
reach readers and how can the views included here expect to find adherents even scientists who devote
themselves to research on the mind are likely to eschew the imaginary and complex numbers fourier
transformations and quaternions presented here in favour of more established and conventional
approaches once one has started reading it soon becomes apparent that it might not be wise or even
possible to ignore the ideas presented here for long prof dr gerald wolf from the foreword a very
interesting book explaining mental processes with mathematic formulae seems to be adventurous
however it is a promising approach prof dr pauen humboldt university berlin

Linear Algebra

2002

quantitative business valuation a mathematical approach for today s professionals essential
reading for the serious business appraiser quantitative business valuation second edition is the
definitive guide to quantitative measurements in the valuation process no other book written on
business valuation is as well researched innovative and bottom line beneficial to you as a



practitioner written by leading valuation and litigation economist jay b abrams this text is a
rigorous and eye opening treatment filled with applications for a wide variety of scenarios in the
valuation of your privately held business substantially revised for greater clarity and logical
flow the second edition includes new coverage of converting forecast net income to forecast cash
flow damages in manufacturing firms regressing scaled y variables as a way to control for
heteroscedasticity mathematical derivation of the price to sales ps ratio monte carlo simulation mcs
and real options ro analysis venture capital and angel investor rates of return lost inventory and
lost profits damage formulas in litigation organized into seven sections the first three parts of this
book follow the chronological sequence of performing a discounted cash flow the fourth part puts
it all together covering empirical testing of abrams valuation theory and measuring valuation
uncertainty and error parts five to seven round it all out with discussion of litigation valuing esops
and partnership buyouts and probabilistic methods including valuing start ups the resulting work
solidly grounded in economic theory and including all necessary mathematics integrates existing
science into the valuation profession and develops valuation formulas and models that you will find
useful on a daily basis

Advanced Topics in System and Signal Theory

2009-10-16

deploy deep learning solutions in production with ease using tensorflow you ll also develop the
mathematical understanding and intuition required to invent new deep learning architectures and
solutions on your own pro deep learning with tensorflow provides practical hands on expertise so



you can learn deep learning from scratch and deploy meaningful deep learning solutions this book will
allow you to get up to speed quickly using tensorflow and to optimize different deep learning
architectures all of the practical aspects of deep learning that are relevant in any industry are
emphasized in this book you will be able to use the prototypes demonstrated to build new deep learning
applications the code presented in the book is available in the form of ipython notebooks and scripts
which allow you to try out examples and extend them in interesting ways you will be equipped with
the mathematical foundation and scientific knowledge to pursue research in this field and give back to
the community what you ll learn understand full stack deep learning using tensorflow and gain a
solid mathematical foundation for deep learning deploy complex deep learning solutions in production
using tensorflow carry out research on deep learning and perform experiments using tensorflow who
this book is for data scientists and machine learning professionals software developers graduate
students and open source enthusiasts

The Mathematical Approach to Physiological Problems

2012-05-01

here the authors strive to change the way logic and discrete math are taught in computer science and
mathematics while many books treat logic simply as another topic of study this one is unique in its
willingness to go one step further the book traets logic as a basic tool which may be applied in
essentially every other area



Microeconomic Theory A Mathematical Approach

1988

this book is about two things puzzles and mathematics it talks about how you can model a puzzle
mathematically and solve it in an easy structured and systematic way so you would not only learn
the different mathematical concepts but also at the same time enjoy solving different well known
puzzles and if that s not enough there is a set of interesting puzzles at the end of each chapter to keep
your grey cells ticking this book not only helps you understand the mathematical concepts in a fun
way but also helps you learn the techniques of solving puzzles in an easy way so if you like
mathematics or puzzles then you would definitely like this book this book is recommended for school
and college students as it would help them appreciate the practical application of the mathematical
concepts they learn as part of their academics and if you are a serious puzzle solver then this is the
book you are waiting for not only does the book teach you the modelling techniques to solve a
puzzle but also challenges you with a set of interesting new puzzles written in a simple way with self
explaining graphical illustrations this book is a treat

Introduction to Quantitative Finance

2010-01-29

the study is an examination of the mathematical methods of ptolemy and his predecessors it attempts
so far as possible to situate this work in the context of what we know about the rest of greek



mathematics and the exact sciences with little or no reference to current scientific and mathematical
knowledge each of these chapters describes a domain of greek mathematical practice that is not
witnessed in the theoretical texts and is generally left out of discussions of greek mathematics
moreover in each case i help the reader develop a sense for the methods and practices of the ancients
instead of focusing simply on their results the third chapter is an examination of all of the evidence we
have for the so called menelaus theorem the fundamental theorem of ancient spherical trigonometry it
studies the texts of ptolemy his predecessors and his commentators and shows that the line of
transmission cannot have been as straightforward as has previously been assumed this is followed by
an investigation of ptolemy s practices in applying the fundamental theorem this study of ptolemy s
spherical astronomy acts as a case study which gives us insight into the deductive structure of
ptolemy s exact science this investigation allows us to develop a sense for how the ancient
mathematical astronomer used these methods to produce new results the final chapter is an exegesis
of ancient methods of projecting the sphere onto the plane it explores the texts of ptolemy and his
predecessors which are concerned with projecting the sphere either for the purpose of drawing maps or
in order to model the sphere and solve for arc lengths this leads to discussions of two important
ancient methods of doing spherical geometry the second chapter is a study of the first and most
crucial application of these methods the development of the chord table and its application to
trigonometric problems it also examines the trigonometric methods of the hellenistic mathematical
astronomers and shows how these fundamentally differed from ptolemy s practice it develops a
general picture of the mathematical practices used in the trigonometry by means of chord tables after
a brief discussion of ptolemy s philosophy of mathematics the first chapter gives a classification of
types of mathematical text found in ptolemy and the greek applied mathematical tradition in general
this is followed by sections that deal with the use of ratio and tables in ptolemy s work in order to
apply metrical methods to geometrical problems ptolemy uses proportions as equations and develops



tables to model continuous functions both of these practices although natural to us are unusual in
the context of greek mathematics i examine the implicit assumptions and explain how these methods
serve the applied mathematician

Towards a Mathematical Theory of Complex Biological Systems

2011-01-12

this book is a textbook it includes for example exercises and outline solutions the plant scientist is
shown how to express physiological ideas mathematically and how to deduce quantitative
conclusions which can then be compared with experiment there is little new biology in the book but it is
presented in a way that will be new to many biologists the matching of models to experiments means
using mathematics for formulating biological concepts and second using algebra calculus or now
more frequently computers to solve or simulate the resulting model and finally comparing
qualitatively or quantitatively prediction to measurement computers are the important enabling
technology that makes it all possible solving equations assembling models of increasing
sophistication and complexity and comparing theory with experiment the book is divided into three
parts part i covers subjects of wide relevance to modelling and plant biology part ii the reader may
choose to select topics of particular interest from part ii however the whole plant modeller will
need to study all chapters and the plant ecosystem modeller may need to add other material also
part iii plant morphology is at an introductory level it is included because morphological characters
may prove to be of equal importance to some physiological traits in determining plant function and
performance this textbook presents in an interesting and clearly written fashion a mathematical



approach to a wide range of topics in plant and crop physiology including light interception leaf and
canopy photosynthesis respiration partitioning transpiration and water relations branching and
phyllotaxis the biochemistry of plant growth and maintenanace is also presented in some detail i was
very pleased with the text especially with the philosophy presented by the authors that biological
models are necessarily simplifications of complex detail i would strongly recommend it for reading and
consultation by graduates and research workers j exp botany the authors approach succeeds
admirably giving a thorough account of the mathematical toolbox available to researchers and the
areas in which those tools have been used plant cell and environment combining considerable technical
cleverness with creativity and the refreshing notion that science is a common sense unpredictable
fascinating and thoroughly human activity times higher educational supplement exceptionally
scholarly volume logical and systematic authors have assembled a mass of mathematical material in
an elegant layout agricultural systems

Towards a system theory of the mind

2012-04-17

monoalphabetic ciphers using direct standard alphabets general monoalphabetic substitution
polyalphabetic substitution polygraphic systems transposition table of digraphic frequencies log
weights frequencies of letters of the alphabet frequencies of initial letters of words frequencies of
final letters of words index



Quantitative Business Valuation

2010-02-25

for more than two thousand years a familiarity with mathematics has been regarded as an
indispensable part of the intellectual equipment of every cultured person today unfortunately the
traditional place of mathematics in education is in grave danger the teaching and learning of
mathematics has degenerated into the realm of rote memorization the outcome of which leads to
satisfactory formal ability but does not lead to real understanding or to greater intellectual
independence this new edition of richard courant s and herbert robbins s classic work seeks to address
this problem its goal is to put the meaning back into mathematics written for beginners and scholars
for students and teachers for philosophers and engineers what is mathematics second edition is a
sparkling collection of mathematical gems that offers an entertaining and accessible portrait of the
mathematical world covering everything from natural numbers and the number system to geometrical
constructions and projective geometry from topology and calculus to matters of principle and the
continuum hypothesis this fascinating survey allows readers to delve into mathematics as an organic
whole rather than an empty drill in problem solving with chapters largely independent of one another
and sections that lead upward from basic to more advanced discussions readers can easily pick and
choose areas of particular interest without impairing their understanding of subsequent parts
brought up to date with a new chapter by ian stewart what is mathematics second edition offers new
insights into recent mathematical developments and describes proofs of the four color theorem and
fermat s last theorem problems that were still open when courant and robbins wrote this masterpiece
but ones that have since been solved formal mathematics is like spelling and grammar a matter of the



correct application of local rules meaningful mathematics is like journalism it tells an interesting
story but unlike some journalism the story has to be true the best mathematics is like literature it
brings a story to life before your eyes and involves you in it intellectually and emotionally what is
mathematics is like a fine piece of literature it opens a window onto the world of mathematics for
anyone interested to view

Life Size

1971

this is the first book to focus on the problem of ensuring the correctness of floating point hardware
designs through mathematical methods formal verification of floating point hardware design advances
a verification methodology based on a unified theory of register transfer logic and floating point
arithmetic that has been developed and applied to the formal verification of commercial floating point
units over the course of more than two decades during which the author was employed by several
major microprocessor design companies the book consists of five parts the first two of which present
a rigorous exposition of the general theory based on the first principles of arithmetic part i covers bit
vectors and the bit manipulation primitives integer and fixed point encodings and bit wise logical
operations part ii addresses the properties of floating point numbers the formats in which they are
encoded as bit vectors and the various modes of floating point rounding in part iii the theory is
extended to the analysis of several algorithms and optimization techniques that are commonly used in
commercial implementations of elementary arithmetic operations as a basis for the formal verification
of such implementations part iv contains high level specifications of correctness of the basic



arithmetic instructions of several major industry standard floating point architectures including all
details pertaining to the handling of exceptional conditions part v illustrates the methodology
applying the preceding theory to the comprehensive verification of a state of the art commercial
floating point unit all of these results have been formalized in the logic of the acl2 theorem prover
and mechanically checked to ensure their correctness they are presented here however in simple
conventional mathematical notation the book presupposes no familiarity with acl2 logic design or
any mathematics beyond basic high school algebra it will be of interest to verification engineers as
well as arithmetic circuit designers who appreciate the value of a rigorous approach to their art and
is suitable as a graduate text in computer arithmetic

Pro Deep Learning with TensorFlow

2017-12-06

calculating the power of tsunamis and hurricanes is of great importance to engineers and
meteorologists as well as governments and insurance companies this book presents new research on
the mathematical description of tsunamis and hurricanes

A Logical Approach to Discrete Math

2013-03-14



Mathematical Approach to Puzzle Solving

2016-08-05

Ptolemy's Mathematical Approach [microform] : Applied
Mathematics in the Second Century

2004

Plant and Crop Modelling

2000

Elementary Cryptanalysis

1966



What Is Mathematics?

1996-07-18

Macro-economic Theory

2002

Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware Design

2019-11-05

Tsunamis and Hurricanes
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